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INT. OUTDATED BAR - DAY

SAM
You want some pull tabs Wyatt?

Wyatt looks surprised at Sam.

SAM
You keep looking over there. I can
get 'em for you?

WYATT
(nodding)

yes...please.

SAM
Alright.

Sam walks over to the gaming cage. Wyatt watches him speak
with the Game Lady, but he can't hear them.

Glenda comes back.

GLENDA
The fries'll just be a minute.

Wyatt watches Sam come back with a couple of pull tabs.

SAM
Here you go Wyatt.

WYATT
(looks at them)

thank you.

GLENDA
(confused)

What're you doing?

SAM
What? He wanted 'em.

Glenda shakes her head and drinks her drink.

Wyatt shuffles through all four of his pull tabs. Wyatt can
hear Glenda and Sam talk, but not what they're saying.

Wyatt looks at the back of one of the pull tabs. It has
three symbols of a banana next to $5, three symbols of an
orange next to $20, three symbols of a cherry next to $50,
and three $ symbols next to $100.

Wyatt pulls the first row of one of the tabs. No match. He
pulls the second row, still no match. He pulls the third
row, no matches anywhere.

Another woman walks over and talks with Glenda and Sam, but
Wyatt can't hear them. Wyatt continues slowly going through
his pull tabs.
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Wyatt discards his second and third after going through
them.

Wyatt starts on the first row of his last pull tab. There is
no match, but there is a $ symbol. He peels the second row,
there is another $ symbol next to the first.

Wyatt looks excitedly at the last row. He starts to peel it.

It is three bananas in a row.

Wyatt just looks at the pull tab for a little bit.
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